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section 3.2.3, 2nd example (p. 21) 

□ w1   J. S. Bach�s Six suites for unaccompanied cello 

□ e1   performances by Janos Starker recorded partly in 1963 and 
completed in 1965 
□ m1   recordings released on 33 1/3 rpm sound discs in 1966  

by Mercury 
□ m2   recordings re-released on compact disc in 1991 by 

Mercury 
□ e2   performances by Yo-Yo Ma recorded in 1983 

□ m1   recordings released on 33 1/3 rpm sound discs in 1983 
by CBS Records 

□ m2   recordings re-released on compact disc in 1992 by 
CBS Records 

section 5.2.2, last paragraph (p. 62) 

The logical connection between an item and a related person or corporate body could serve 
as the basis both for identifying the person or corporate body that owns or has custodianship 
of an item and for ensuring that all items owned by or in the custodianship of a particular 
person or corporate body are linked to that person or corporate body. 



section 7.3 (p. 113) 

Series area 

■  title proper of series 

■  parallel title(s) of series4 

■  first statement of responsibility relating to the series5 

■  numbering within series 

 

 

Typographical and Formatting Errors in Printed Text 

section 5.2.1, 1st example (p. 59) 

Example 

□ w1   J. S. Bach�s Goldberg variations 

□ e1   performances by Glenn Gould recorded in 1981 
□ m1    recording released on 33 1/3 rpm sound disc in 1982 

by CBS Records 
□ m2   recording re-released on compact disc in 1993 by 

Sony 
 

 

Table 6.4 (p. 96) 

Access restrictions on the item 
 

 



Table 7.6 (p. 106) 

italicize �work� in �form of work� (4th row, middle column) 
add footnote number 1 to last 3 rows in middle column 
 

 

Table 7.9 (p. 110) 

italicize �manifestation� in first row in middle column 
add bullet (■) to last row in right column 

 

 

section 7.3 (p. 113) 

Note area 

■  note on edition and bibliographic history � successor8 

 

 

section 7.3.1 (p. 116; p. 115 in PDF file of 1998 text) 

2. A technical data element such as coordinates for a cartographic image or object, or 
system requirements for an electronic resource � 

 

 

Appendix A, under Foliation (hand-printed book) (p. 128) 

delete second closing bracket  
 


